Resource management does not have to be complex and expensive. Built on a scalable web-based platform with a fully configurable data structure, Visual Planning helps you make your company more agile in the way it manages and tracks its fleet, assets and facilities (vehicles, equipment, room bookings…) for greater efficiency.

**YOUR NEEDS**
Successfully managing your fleet and assets plays a key role in optimizing your costs. But monitoring fleet and assets continuously, reducing process malfunctions and errors (machines over mileage, late maintenance, double-bookings, etc.) and optimizing resource utilization at all times can prove to be difficult without the proper tool.

**SUCCESSFUL FLEET & ASSETS MANAGEMENT INVOLVES**

- **Maintaining a detailed inventory of equipment and tracking availability**
- **Scheduling and completing maintenance operations on time throughout the equipment lifecycle (inspections, planned repairs, etc.)**
- **Defining clearly how equipment should be allocated and controlling that use is consistent with policies**

A fleet & assets management tool needs to be adaptable and easy to use, enabling everyone involved to access the information they need in real time, including extensive visibility on equipment demand, utilization and future maintenance operations to be carried out.

**HOW VISUAL PLANNING CAN HELP**

Resource management does not have to be complex and expensive. Built on a scalable web-based platform with a fully configurable data structure, Visual Planning helps you make your company more agile in the way it manages and tracks its fleet, assets and facilities (vehicles, equipment, room bookings…) for greater efficiency.

“Managing schedules is now much easier with drag and drop – it does the work for you!”

Dispatch Operations Manager – Transportation Sector
KEY FEATURES

- Monitor activities on **multiple sites**, warehouses and stores simultaneously with location breakdowns
- View updates made by all users in real time, including **requests, issues and status reports**
- Schedule and track equipment **maintenance operations** (scheduled or corrective)
- Create and customize your own reports to get valuable insights and **keep costs in check**

**FOR A VEHICLE FLEET**

- Quickly review your **vehicle availability** and location
- Track incidents, calculate **mileage, fuel consumption** and toll costs
- Get a **detailed record for each vehicle** and centralize all the information you need
- Compare availability and usage with demand to **optimize costs**
- Receive e-mail and/or SMS notifications for **deadlines** (vehicle inspections, licenses, insurance, oil change, etc.)

**FOR IT EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE**

- **Track availability** of any mobile hardware, or software (license management)
- Create an inventory and store **detailed technical data**, supplier info and locations for all company equipment
- Quickly **allocate equipment to team members** or set up a **self-booking platform** and track history of assignment
- Track **equipment status**, including scheduled maintenance, outage and repairs
- Get notified for **upcoming deadlines** (scheduled maintenance, service contract expirations, etc.)

**FOR ROOMS & FACILITIES**

- **Centralize booking** for all rooms and facilities in a self-booking platform
- **Issue documents** such as rental contracts and booking confirmations automatically
- **Track payments** for each booking effectively
- Implement business rules to **avoid double bookings**, over capacity bookings or any booking inconsistency

**THEY PUT THEIR TRUST IN US**

Visual Planning is available in the cloud or on premise. Ask us to see which model fits your organization’s requirements better. 

[www.visual-planning.com](http://www.visual-planning.com)

Visual Plannings is a solution developed by Stilog IST